Greetings from the ARAV Technician Liaison

Hello my Reptilian and Amphibian shugs,

Every CVT, RVT, and LVT aspires to be good at their job. A few aspire to be more than good and want to be the best they can be, these shooting stars often seek specializations. The problem with being technicians that love reptiles and amphibians is trying to find a specialization since most are focused on dog and cat care.

Fortunately, the Academy of Veterinary Technicians in Clinical Practice (AVTCP) now offers a Veterinary Technician Specialty (VTS) in exotic companion animals. This specialization demonstrates that the technicians are capable of providing superior quality care and a commitment to reptilian medicine. Technicians can apply for their VTS in exotic companion animal care after 5 years (10,000 hours) of experience with at least 75% of that time spent working with exotics.

What's the catch!? You will be expected to be knowledgeable and able to demonstrate your expertise. The main focus is on surgical time being spent working with exotics.

 Vessey
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Coming up...

- August Epic Quick Case for Techs

August Epic Quick Case for Techs

Every veterinarian talks about amazing cases that they diagnosed, corrected, and otherwise saved the day on. But what about the veterinary technician? This little section here is to help veterinary technicians see all they do in these situations to help the doctor manage the case!

History: Patient came in unable to utilize back legs. This tortoise was re-

Rays

On large reptilian patients this can be difficult. Anytime acute paralysis is seen it is important to take care not to jostle the spine unnecessarily.

Tips, Tricks, and Toys

Tips, Tricks, and Toys

For more information and to start your process go to: www.avtcp.org

Questions, comments, or just wish to submit something to the newsletter?
E-Mail Erica at: e.medeckt@gmail.com